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Hot and cold 6A 

Ready for Easter? 6B 

Read the clues and find out:

Who likes hazelnut ice cream?       .............................................. 

Read the clues and find out:

Who has green eggs in the basket?      ..............................................

1) The red eggs are not in the orange basket.

2) The black basket is not Mike’s.

3) The orange basket is between the black and the grey basket.

4) Sam’s basket is blue.

5) The basket with the yellow eggs is between the brown basket with the orange eggs 

 and the basket with the purple eggs.

1)  There is some lovely vanilla ice cream in the purple bowl.

2) Henry’s bowl is blue.

3) The chocolate ice cream is next to the grey bowl.

4) The orange bowl is between the bowl with the strawberry ice cream and the blue bowl.
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Beatrice Sam Mike Luana Robin
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Five shopping baskets 15B

Five children are standing at the supermarket checkout.

What is in their baskets?

Read the clues and find out: 

Where are the buns? They are in ..............................................’s basket.

1) There are tomatoes and sour drops in Marc’s trolley.

2) In Sarah’s basket there are carrots.

3) The basket with the cake is next to the basket with the lollies.

4) The basket with the toast bread and the cucumber is behind the basket with the carrots.

5) In one of the baskets there are three bread rolls and two bars of chocolate.

6) Lars is standing behind Sarah, but in front of Christian.

7) Claudia has potatoes and biscuits in her basket.

8) Marc is behind Christian and in front of the child with the sandwiches in the basket.

9) Marshmallows and onions are in the same basket.
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